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Exquisite P1000
Description
New materials and new techniques gave us the wings to further approach reality as
the absolute reference in the Kharma Exquisite Collection. Even more so since the
Exquisite loudspeaker collection is complemented with the Exquisite preamplifiers
and mono power amplifiers, which are characterized by their meticulous handling of
technological aspects and the astonishing design. The cabinet is a piece of art in itself
shown by the beautifully aluminium casing with wooden parts and leather control
knobs. The Exquisite preamplifier is a result of our unique reputation and style, which
is realized by a team of highly dedicated and committed specialists. This all makes
the Exquisite collection a class of its own.
The Kharma Exquisite P1000 Series are state of the art solid-state preamps with a
zero compromise approach. Its design features techniques rival even the most
sophisticated high-end tube and solid state amplifier designs. We have gone where no
solid state design has gone before. This is, among other things, illustrated by the pure
silver wired power transformers in the AC power circuit, that lift the level of sound
purification to incredible heights. As a result the deep level of blackness, the
unequivocal palpability of its sound space, the colourful textures of its music
dynamics and the absolutely phenomenal feeling of presence have to be heard and
experienced to be believed.
The Exquisite P1000 Series consists of the Exquisite Reference Preamplifier and the
Exquisite Signature Preamplifier, where the Signature version has some extra special
features. Read more about the Signature version under options
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Features
The Exquisite preamp Series is equipped with hand wired discrete point to point
wiring made of our finest solid core silver-gold alloy, which is treated with proprietary
Kharma techniques. During auditions it was established that no circuit board is able to
reveal the depth of the sound space the way discretely wired components do.
The volume control of the Exquisite P1000 preamplifiers are also a zero compromise
state of the art design with “naked” Z-foil resistors in a discretely switched shunt
attenuator that is again fully wired with Kharma pure silver-gold wiring. Furthermore,
the source control is of course also a completely discrete circuit, wired point to point,
no circuit boards, just pure silver-gold Kharma wiring to ensure the elimination of any
compromise in the signal path.
As a result the audio circuit as a whole is extremely pure and on top of that, it is
powered by an incredibly clean power supply that prohibits any outside interference
affecting the signal path. This is illustrated by the properties of the power supply
which has such a long RC-time that it takes about one hour to fill the capacitors to
their maximum potential. The result has to be heard with extreme quality loudspeakers
to fully unveil the inner quality of this preamp.
For the volume setting to be remotely adjusted, we have designed a sophisticated
two-way RF remote control unit. This allows real-time updates of the volume setting to
the RC unit over a considerable distance, which enhances usability. Hence the
sophisticated remote controls the motorized discrete stepped attenuator in an optimal
way.

Technical specifications
These specs are preliminary technical specifications of the Exquisite P1000 Series.
However, these give a good indication of this preamplifier till further notice.
Type:
System:
Power:
Gain:
Frequency range:
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD):
SNR:
Crosstalk:
Connections:
Input impedance:

EXQ-P1000-R / EXQ-P1000-S
Fully discrete solid state class-A
preamplifier
60 Watt maximum
20 dB
10 Hz – 200k Hz ±0.2 dB
< 0.01
< 90 dB
< 90 dB
6 inputs, 3 outputs and 1 Tape Out
50k Ohm
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Dimensions
Including stand
Width:
Height:
Depth:

450 mm / 17.72 inch
195 mm / 7.68 inch
559 mm / 22.01inch

Excluding stand
Width:
Height:
Depth:

450 mm / 17.72 inch
150 mm / 5.91 inch
460 mm / 18.11 inch
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Advice
Advised amplifier
The Exquisite P1000 Series matches perfectly with the Exquisite MP1000 Series Mono
Power amplifiers. The combination realizes botch a sonically and visually astonishing
match, which has to be heard and experienced to be believed.

Advised external cable
The Exquisite P1000 preamplifiers have an uncompromised design to the finest detail.
For this reason there can only be put justice to the quality of the P1000 preamplifiers,
when the used external cable is also uncompromised to the highest level. Therefore
the Enigma Signature cable series is advised to complement the ultra high-end sound
of the Exquisite P1000 preamplifiers.
First of all we use in our external cables the same quality conductors and isolators as
internal. So you get a sonic match. Furthermore an important reason for using these
cables is that you will get exactly the sound that the Kharma team had in mind during
the development of both the loudspeaker and the cables.
For the true connoisseurs of musical art, Kharma offers the possibility to even go one
step further by complementing their Exquisite P1000 preamplifier with the Enigma
Extreme Signature cable series.
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Options
The Exquisite P1000 Series consist of different versions of the Exquisite Preamplifier:
• The Exquisite P1000 Reference
• The Exquisite P1000 Signature
Moreover there is also the possibility, as for all products in the Exquisite Collection, to
adjust the product totally to your style and wishes by entering the Privileges Program.

Exquisite Reference Preamplifier P1000
This version of the P1000 Series is marking the reference in the P1000 Series, where
all features have to be heard to be believed and are summarized as follows:
• Fully Balanced
• Silver transformers in the AC power supply
• Hand wired / soldered point to point wiring in the audio circuitry
• Sophisticated remote controlled motorized discrete stepped attenuator with
the very best resistors
Besides, this model has standard a beautiful frontpanel with Kharma trapeziums and a
black anodized aluminium cabinet.

Exquisite P1000 Reference: Kharma Aluminium frontpanel
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Exquisite Signature Preamplifier P1000
The Signature P1000 Preamplifier is a special version of the P1000 Reference, where
both technical as visual the preamplifier is upgraded.
The P1000 Signature amplifier does not only have all the nice features the P1000
Reference has, but also has additional very special features:
• Mono Atomic Silver internal wiring
• Diamond-Tunqsten SDSS-stand
• Luxury frontpanel design
Besides, there is the option to execute the P1000 Signature in blank anodized
aluminium instead of black anodized aluminium. Moreover some different frontpanels
will be available, where the P1000 Signature standard already has a very special
wood-inlay Kharma design frontpanel.

Exquisite P1000 Signature: luxury Kharma wood-inlay frontpanel
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Kharma Privileges Program
As for all products from the Exquisite Collection there is the possibility to enter the
Privileges Program for the preamplifiers of the P1000 Series.
The Privileges program gives access to the most exclusive treatment Kharma has to
offer, which only can be accessed by the happy few who purchase a loudspeaker
from the Exquisite Collection. The main high-lights of the Privileges Program:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Lifetime Guarantee first owner
All Privileges Program products will be individually tuned. This can be
compared with automobile tuning, where absolute synchrony in power and
shifting for optimal acceleration and performance is reached by this treatment.
In practise the Kharma tuning is an iteration of tweaking the product on
individual basis and executing extended listening tests.
Technical customization comprising the enhancement of the sound quality of
the product can be arranged in consultation with the customer.
No limitations on visual customization:
o Any desired cabinet paint colour is possible
o Panel finishes can be of any type of leather, carbon and lasercutted
wooden panels with special inlay of other wood types, pearls, gold
and/or silver. There is simply no limitation.
o The product can be monogrammed on different manners.
Set-up by qualified Certified Technician, which has achieved training from
Kharma International
2 year Concierge Service, including acoustic advises.
Lifetime Kharma Platinum membership, including amongst other exclusive
invitations for major Kharma events.
The main rule of engagement for this program is to pay full price only once in a
lifetime. Once you entered this program a special arrangement will be made
when you want to upgrade to a higher model of the Exquisite Collection. When
you are interested in this program, feel free to ask for the extensive conditions.

A glimpse of what is possible
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